Breaking the Vicious Cycle: Rescuing Our Democracy and Our Economy by Transforming the Supreme Court’s Flawed Approach to Money in Politics

BY ADAM LIOZ

“For let it be agreed that a government is republican in proportion as every member composing it has an equal voice in the direction of its concerns…”

THOMAS JEFFERSON
Letter to Samuel Kercheval, July 12, 1816

The United States was founded on a radical premise: that all are created equal and therefore deserve an equal say over the decisions that govern our lives. The expression of this premise in the late 18th century was of course radically incomplete. The sin of slavery; the exclusion of all but property-holding white males from voting; the dispossession of Native Americans; the rejection of immigrants—all have marred the vision of equal voice and equal representation. It has taken a civil war, several constitutional amendments, landmark legislation, and decades-long legal battles to even begin to approach a truly inclusive democracy, where everyone means everyone; and that journey remains seriously incomplete today.

At times the Supreme Court has been an ally in our journey towards justice. The founding principle of equal citizenship finds perhaps its clearest expression in the one person, one vote cases of the 1960s: the very notion of democracy itself demands that each person’s vote and voice have equal weight.¹

But at other times the High Court has been a formidable obstacle.² An infamous example from an earlier era is how the justices elevated their own conservative economic views into the supreme law of the land in the early twentieth century, declaring that certain basic
worker protections were prohibited by the Constitution and stalling our recovery from the Great Depression. More recently, the Court has moved aggressively to shield the wealthy and powerful from democratic accountability on issues ranging from “commercial speech” to workers’ rights and more.

On no issue has the Court been a more consequential barrier to progress in the last half-century than on the role of money in American politics. Demos has argued elsewhere that failures in our democracy are resulting in skewed public policies that are increasing economic inequality, undermining opportunity and mobility, and holding back our decades-long struggle for racial equity. Here, we make the case that the Supreme Court’s approach to money in politics is a driving force behind all of this, and that to break this vicious cycle we need to transform the Court’s approach—just as decades-long strategic advocacy campaigns have pushed the justices to reverse course on New Deal economic protections, racial segregation, LGBT rights and more.

At a basic level, the Court has mis-defined the problem of money in politics, insisting that deterring “corruption” is the only legitimate objective of rules governing the use of money in elections rather than acknowledging that fundamental power relations and the goal of equal citizenship at the heart of our democracy are at stake. This narrow and flawed approach has led the Court to accept limits on big money only in the name of fighting direct exchanges of money for votes while ruling that our Constitution forbids the People from enacting basic protections against the wealthy few translating their economic might into political power. This makes a mockery of the one person, one vote principle.

The infamous Citizens United ruling has become the symbol of this problem, but it extends back much further—to 1976’s Buckley v. Valeo decision, which struck down important post-Watergate reforms and first equated money with speech.

The good news is that We the People can rescue our Constitution and reverse our current self-reinforcing cycle of political and economic inequality. We can do this through a constitutional strategy focused on pushing the Supreme Court to clarify that the People have the power to protect our democracy. There will likely be significant turnover on the High Court over the next five years, providing an opening
for change. Future democracy-friendly justices can join their open-minded colleagues to repair the damage the Court has inflicted by ignoring core democratic values and treating unlimited political spending as the equivalent of protected speech.

Transforming the Supreme Court’s narrow, flawed approach to money in politics and embracing a more accurate, common-sense interpretation of our Constitution starts by developing compelling alternatives to the Court’s exclusive focus on *quid pro quo* corruption, so that a new coalition of justices can shift smoothly to a better path.⁹

Working together, legal scholars, lawyers, advocates, and organizers can set the stage for a new era in which the size of a citizen’s wallet does not determine the strength of her voice, and we all truly have an equal say in our democracy and an equal chance in our economy.

**The Supreme Court’s Flawed Approach**

While some have argued that our Constitution *requires* basic protections against big money dominance to ensure a republican form of government or that we all truly enjoy the equal protection of the law,¹⁰ the Supreme Court has gone in the opposite direction—insisting that We the People *may not* enact such protections directly or through our representatives. This restrictive, one-size-fits-all approach has thwarted the will of the People and transformed the First Amendment into a tool for use by the wealthy and powerful to dominate our political process. The Supreme Court’s money in politics cases are both wrong on the merits and dangerous for our democracy.¹¹

**The People Are in the Lead on the Need for Reform**

A broad cross-section of the public believes strongly that our political system is out of balance, and is angry about the power of big money and special interests.¹² And this is nothing new. The People have long been concerned with the troubling relationship between economic might and political power.¹³ The cornerstone reforms of the Progressive Era were attempts to right the balance between politics and economics, a balance that had been badly skewed by the emergence of the great trusts. Theodore Roosevelt asserted in 1910 that “[t]he citizens of the United States must effectively control the mighty commercial forces which they themselves have called into being.”¹⁴ He continued by noting that “[t]here can be no effective control of corporations while their political activity remains.”¹⁵
The Progressive Era produced important reforms intended to curb the political power of aggregated wealth, including a ban on direct corporate spending on elections. But the battle to empower ordinary citizens over wealthy interests did not end there. In the 1970s, Congress passed the Federal Election Campaign Act, and strengthened it in response to the Watergate scandal. In recent decades Congress acted to ban unlimited contributions to political parties and corporate election spending disguised as issue advocacy; and numerous states and localities have passed laws to curb the influence of big money on our democracy and raise the voices of non-wealthy citizens. Several of these programs were passed by the people directly through ballot initiatives. And, support among the public for strict laws on money in politics remains sky-high.

The Court Drags Behind

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has misinterpreted our Constitution as preventing the People from defending our democracy against big money dominance, and as a result has struck down many of these common sense protections.

The Court’s first major blow came in 1976 when the justices struck key provisions of a post-Watergate reform law in the case *Buckley v. Valeo*—often considered campaign finance law’s “original sin.” More recently, the Roberts Court has doubled down with a series of rulings—including *Citizens United v. FEC* and *McCutcheon v. FEC*—which have opened the door to unlimited outside spending by billionaires and corporations, and shifted the balance of power in candidate fundraising even more sharply towards wealthy interests.

Asking the Wrong Question

The Court’s wildly unpopular *Citizens United* case has come to stand for the public’s frustration with the Court’s flawed approach. This makes sense because the ruling was in many ways an (il)logical extension of its prior decisions. The Supreme Court cases striking down protections against big money all share a common thread—a narrow, cramped view of the People’s interest in protecting our democracy.

The Court has recognized only one valid reason, or “government interest,” for limiting campaign money: fighting corruption or its appearance. And, while most Americans see fighting corruption as an expansive mandate that requires robust protections against big money, the Roberts Court has rejected that common-sense understanding and ruled that “corruption” means only explicit money-for-votes exchanges (bribery) rather than more systemic forms of undue influence. Chief
Justice Roberts wrote in a 2014 case, for example, that “government regulation may not target the general gratitude a candidate may feel towards those who support him or his allies, or the political access such support may afford…” but rather must be laser-focused on “a direct exchange of an official act for money.”

Even more important, the justices have explicitly rejected other critical reasons for limiting big money, such as leveling the playing field between the wealthy and the rest of us. This means that when evaluating any particular restriction on big money enacted by the People directly or through our representatives, the Supreme Court asks only, “is this policy necessary to prevent the bribery of elected officials, or the appearance that our representatives are being directly bought off?” If the answer to that question is “no,” the Court will strike down the law, even if it accomplishes other, arguably more important, purposes—such as ensuring that people of all backgrounds and income levels can run effectively for office, or making sure that government and policymaking are responsive to the broad electorate rather than the narrow donor class.

The Supreme Court’s approach is not only dangerous for our democracy, but also incorrect as a matter of constitutional interpretation. The Court’s exclusive focus on quid pro quo corruption is intellectually misguided; misses the larger issues at play at the boundary between capitalism and democracy; reads the value of equality out of our Constitution; and fails to contribute to a coherent view of democracy.

*Misplaced Focus on Quid Pro Quo Corruption*

The Court’s exclusive focus on quid pro quo corruption doesn’t make sense even on its own terms. In order to tell if something is corrupt you need to know what it is supposed to look like in the first place. And, while the Court says that the People cannot limit big donors in the name of equality, it fails to recognize that concerns about corruption cannot be separated from the concept of equality. Stakeholders make quid pro quo exchanges all the time during the messy business of democracy. Legislators bargain for support on pet projects, and advocacy organizations use endorsements to implicitly bargain with votes. What offends us about money-for-vote exchanges isn’t the quid pro quo nature of it so much as that this type of bargaining doesn’t take place on a level playing field. It is only the prospect of contributing substantially more than fellow citizens, after all, that raises the prospect of undue influence. If we could all afford to give a Member of Congress a $100,000 bribe or campaign
contribution, that check probably wouldn’t buy much. So, what the Court has framed as a problem of quid pro quo corruption is truly (and ironically) a concern about inequality in disguise—the exact concern the Court has said repeatedly we may not address.\textsuperscript{31}

**Missing the Nexus Between Economic Might and Political Power**

More important, the Court’s narrow corruption-only approach misses the forest for the trees regarding what’s at stake in the entire debate over money in politics. Fighting corruption is important, and we’re fortunate that the U.S. is not a country in which bribing public officials with money for personal use is business as usual. But, clean governance is not the only value at stake when concentrated wealth meets public power. Instead, rules about how people or interests can spend money to influence politics are fundamentally about the relationship between capitalism and democracy, and the extent to which we permit translating economic might into political power. Strong protections safeguard the legitimacy of our relationships in both the political and economic spheres.

Most Americans are committed to both democracy and some form of (moderated) capitalism; and while a certain amount of wealth inequality may be inevitable in a capitalist economy, we believe that every citizen has an equal right to participate in political life. We are comfortable with greater wealth buying nicer cars or fancier meals, but not more influence over the policy decisions that affect all of our lives. The challenge occurs because although we hold different principles dear in the political and economic spheres, they are not completely independent; inevitably they must interact.\textsuperscript{32} When considering rules governing the use of money in politics, we are addressing the question of exactly how.

Without proper protections, those who are successful (or simply lucky) in the economic sphere can translate their economic might directly into political power. Economic inequalities that are perhaps legitimate become unwarranted disparities in the political sphere.\textsuperscript{33} The bleeding of economic logic into political space threatens the very legitimacy of democratic decision-making, which, in turn, threatens the moral legitimacy of economic relations. Ultimately, in order to protect the integrity of the values we hold dear and the legitimacy of the relationships that serve (or undermine) these values in each sphere, “democracy must write the rules for capitalism, not the other way around.”\textsuperscript{34}

The Supreme Court, however, has refused to grapple with this basic point. Reading the Court’s campaign finance rulings, one
would think that the only way wealthy individuals and interests can use money to purchase political power in ways that undermine democracy is to “corrupt” elected officials by offering them campaign contributions in exchange for official acts that run counter to those officials’ considered judgments of what’s best for the nation.

But in the U.S. explicit bribery is not the donor class’ key mechanism for influencing public policy. Rather those with money shape politics and policy primarily by filtering the pool of candidates for elected office, influencing the views of those who run, and giving their favored candidates the best chance to win so that our representatives are ultimately more responsive to a narrow donor class than the broader electorate.35

This dynamic is fueled by several factors. The cost of running for office has increased dramatically over the past several decades,36 forcing candidates to raise large checks from a tiny minority of wealthy donors in order to keep up. For example, 2014 candidates for U.S. Senate had to raise $3,300 every single day for six years just to keep up with the median winner.37 So, naturally, candidates spend their time searching for the largest checks. Senate candidates in 2012 received 64% of the money they raised from individuals in contributions of at least $1,000—from just 0.04% of the U.S. population.38

Figure 1.

U.S. Senate candidates must raise $3,300 every day for 6 years to keep up with the median winner.

Source: Demos & U.S. PIRG analysis of FEC data

This “wealth primary” system helps a small number of wealthy donors control who can run competitive campaigns for elected office in the United States, shaping the candidate pool long before any votes are cast.39 And it erects a significant barrier to entry against aspiring officeholders who lack personal fortunes and wealthy friends and associates.

This financial barrier to entry is particularly troubling because of how it perpetuates structural racism in our political system. Both
the donor class as a whole, and large contributors in particular, are overwhelmingly white.\(^40\) Acutely aware of the need to raise big money, and without access to large donor networks, fewer people of color throw their hats into the ring for public office.\(^{41}\) Those who do run tend to raise substantially less money than their white counterparts.\(^{42}\)

**Figure 2. Candidates of color raise 47% less than white candidates overall, and 64% less than white candidates in the south (in 2006 state legislative races)**

![Bar chart showing the comparison between white candidates, candidates of color, and candidates of color in the south.](source: Laura Merrifield Albright, Not Simply Black and White)

Much like a constant drip from a faucet can create a depression in the floor below, the wealth primary system also can change the aspiring public servants who decide to run for office. To compete in the money chase candidates spend a lot of their time talking with and listening to a very narrow segment of the population.\(^{43}\) These donor-gatekeepers are whiter and wealthier than the rest of the population, and do not share the general public’s views on key issues. Candidates are (often irresistibly) tempted to align their policy positions and priorities with those of the narrow set of people they must court for the large contributions they need to compete in our current money-driven system.\(^{44}\)

Finally, large donors can give their favored candidates the best chance to win elected office. There is a lot of controversy about the extent to which political money determines election outcomes due to the difficulty of separating causation from correlation.\(^{45}\) Fortunately, solving this puzzle is not particularly important to understanding the influence of money on politics and policy. We know that candidates need to raise a threshold amount of money to become or remain competitive—so right away large donors can help
aspiring officeholders who agree with their policy positions reach this (at times very high) bar. Further, every significant actor in the system acts as if money is an extremely critical factor—from political parties recruiting candidates and the news media judging viability to campaign consultants urging clients to dial for dollars to meet budgets and the candidates themselves responding in kind. This alone assures the power of the donor class.

In sum, through controlling the wealth primary, the donor class is able to exert outsized influence on who runs for elected office, incentivize those who do run to take policy positions that are closer to their preferences than to those of the general public, and give their favored candidates the best chance to win. Critically, none of this involves any elected official compromising her values or acting in a way that is counter to her vision for what’s best for the country. Members of the gatekeeper class do not need to bribe anyone or seek any special favors in order to set the policy agendas in Washington and state capitals across the country. And the Supreme Court does not recognize any of the other ways that private wealth can shape public policy as a problem that We the People are empowered to resolve.

Robust rules restricting the use of big money in politics are the best means we have to police the boundaries between democracy and capitalism—the best protection against the direct translation of economic might into political power. To protect a government of the People, these rules should go well past preventing direct *quid pro quo* bribery. They must, in addition, prohibit corporations from spending treasury funds to influence elections (because these funds are acquired in the economic sphere with no relation to public support for corporate managers’ preferred candidates); prevent millionaires and billionaires from drowning out the voices of non-wealthy citizens by spending excessive sums to support their favored candidates, or attempting to buy elected office outright for themselves; and ensure that a tiny minority of wealthy donors cannot determine who runs for office by making contributions to campaigns that are significantly larger than the contributions average-earning citizens can afford to make.

*Reading the Value of Equality out of the Constitution*

To safeguard the legitimacy of both our democracy and our economy, political equality must be our north star—the guiding principle around which we structure our society. Yet instead of recognizing equal citizenship as a foundation of our democracy, the Court’s current approach reads the value of equality out of the Constitution. As noted, the Court has ruled explicitly several times
that the People may not limit big money to promote an equal political voice for all Americans. But this cannot be right; it is inconsistent with too many of our Constitution’s guiding principles.

At the time of ratification, our Constitution and Bill of Rights were deeply concerned with freedom, specifically with protecting citizens from an unaccountable and oppressive central government. Yet, the Declaration of Independence’s invocation that “all men are created equal” shows that notions of basic equality (as understood at the time) informed our nation’s very birth. From there, one can view U.S. history as a slow, arduous struggle to elevate political equality to its rightful place on par with liberty as a fundamental political and constitutional value.

The Civil War and the Reconstruction Amendments changed the focus of the Constitution, giving a new and powerful voice to equality concerns. The Nineteenth Amendment expanded the franchise to women, affirming their equal status as citizens. The Supreme Court’s one person, one vote cases embraced political equality as a fundamental right and necessity in the United States; and the poll tax, property requirement, and candidate filing fee cases confirmed that this equality was not to be denied on account of financial resources, or lack thereof. The Voting Rights Act, considered by many as the crown jewel of the Civil Rights Movement, sought to make the promise of political equality real by offering federal protections against state and local efforts to restrict the franchise on account of race.

This trajectory has led several noted legal and constitutional scholars to recognize that equality “is one of the center beams of the legal order;” “[p]olitical equality is the cornerstone of American democracy;” “the goal of political equality is time-honored in the American constitutional tradition;” and “[t]he history of American democracy is a halting journey toward political equality.”

Critically, the value of equality is not found exclusively in the Reconstruction Amendments, to be balanced or pitted against the First Amendment, but rather is an essential part of the meaning of the First Amendment itself. Professor Kenneth Karst borrows language from the famous First Amendment case *New York Times v. Sullivan* to make the point that “[t]he principle of equality, when understood to mean equal liberty, is not just a peripheral support for the freedom of expression, but rather part of the ‘central meaning of the First Amendment.’” Karst argues further that “the first amendment demands an even greater degree of equality in the electoral process than does the equal protection clause,” and Professor David Cole...
claims that “the First Amendment creates a kind of equal protection guarantee for speakers and ideas.” Professor and Judge J. Skelly Wright notes that “the ideals of political equality and individual participation are essential to a proper understanding of the first amendment.” And Professor Burt Neuborne posits that a holistic reading of the First Amendment sets a blueprint for an egalitarian democracy.

These scholarly views track well with common understanding. Regardless of partisan affiliation or economic circumstance, the vast majority of Americans agree that it is critical that we all come to the political table as equals. Past restrictions on political participation based upon wealth, property ownership, race, gender, religious affiliation, and other factors have given way to a nearly universal belief that representative democracy requires all citizens to have a substantially equal voice in making the decisions that affect their lives.

Put simply, the principle of “one person, one vote” is foundational and essentially universally accepted in American democracy. And, the Supreme Court has recognized this exact value in other areas—for example by requiring congressional districts to have the same number of people so that nobody’s vote or voice counts more than anyone else’s. In its willful blindness to the importance of equality, the Court’s approach to money in politics is an outlier.

No Coherent View of Democracy

In the early twentieth century, the Supreme Court decided that it knew better than the People or our representatives how our economy must be structured, and struck down a series of basic worker protections. The animating idea—epitomized in a case about limiting bakers’ hours called *Lochner v. New York*—was that unrestrained capitalism was somehow “natural” and pre-political, and that any attempt by the People and their representatives to structure a fair set of rules of the road interfered with this free utopia. The so-called *Lochner* Era persisted until the 1930s, when it became clear to the nation that the Court was thwarting the U.S.’s recovery from the Great Depression by blocking New Deal reforms. The People had embraced a new truth: that the analogy to nature was a myth that served the powerful; that every functioning market has rules; and that the real question is who benefits from a particular set of chosen laws.

The modern Court has made a remarkably similar mistake—assuming that unrestricted spending by billionaires represents default “freedom of speech” and outlawing any effort to structure a fair debate in which people amplify their voices by joining together with fellow citizens rather than purchasing bigger megaphones. Yet, today’s
imperial Supreme Court may actually be worse than the much-maligned *Lochner* Court because while the justices have usurped the People’s right to shape our democracy, they have never offered a clear, coherent definition of what that democracy should look like.

The Court’s rulings on key structural democracy issues such as voting rights, redistricting, and money in politics do not seem to follow any unifying values or principles.\(^71\) As noted above, the justices have embraced political equality as a key principle in drawing electoral districts, but adamantly reject its force in the money in politics realm.\(^72\) In another example of intellectual discord, the Court considers protecting incumbents to be a traditional (and hence acceptable) goal of drawing legislative districts;\(^73\) and yet the justices cite unwarranted fears that tough restrictions on big money spending might disadvantage challengers as a prime justification for their aggressive approach to striking campaign finance laws.\(^74\) This is especially ironic given that many districting plans are in fact passed in the dead of night after secret negotiations between party power brokers, whereas most strong protections against big money come only after strong public pressure for reform—making the former far more likely to function as troubling tool for shielding entrenched power.\(^75\)

The Court should give the People and our representatives substantial leeway to shape our democratic institutions.\(^76\) At times, the justices must intervene to police the political process and protect our basic rights, but they should strive to do so with a light touch and consistent approach. Any coherent approach to democracy would force the Court to recognize the central place of political equality in money in politics decisions as well as in other areas of law.

**Unequal Say, Unequal Chance: A Vicious Cycle**

The consequences of the Court’s flawed approach have been severe. Demos has argued in our *Stacked Deck* series that failures in our democracy are producing skewed public policies, which in turn are driving increasing economic inequality, undermining opportunity and mobility for working families, and holding back our decades-long struggle for racial equity.\(^77\)

The central points of this argument are that the wealthy have different policy preferences than do the general public, including people of color, especially on core economic issues; government in the U.S. is sharply more responsive to the largely white wealthy minority than to the majority of working people across the country; and the resulting skewed public policies help the rich stay that way.
and undermine economic mobility and security as well as racial equity for the rest of us. Ultimately, the United States is caught in a vicious cycle wherein the wealthy dominate the democratic process, use their political power to craft favorable economic rules, and then channel their increased riches back into further political control.

There is ample evidence for these claims. Princeton political scientist Martin Gilens, for example, has demonstrated that when the preferences of the wealthiest 10 percent of Americans conflict with those of the rest of the population, the 10 percent trumps the 90 percent; and that “the starkest difference in responsiveness to the affluent and the middle class occurs on economic policy.”

Gilens concluded that “under most circumstances, the preferences of the vast majority of Americans appear to have essentially no impact on which policies the government does or doesn’t adopt” and “patterns of responsiveness…often correspond more closely to a plutocracy than to a democracy.”

The Court's approach to money in politics has been a driving factor behind this vicious cycle. Over the past four decades, the Court has struck down the following protections against big money in politics, taking these policy options off the table: limits on how much personal wealth candidates can spend on their own campaigns; limits on total candidate spending; limits on contributions to or spending by individuals or groups supposedly not connected to candidates' campaigns; limits on contributions to ballot initiatives; bans on corporate spending on ballot initiatives; strict contribution limits set at levels that average Americans can afford to give; bans on corporate spending on candidate elections; providing additional “matching funds” to publicly financed candidates who face big money spending by opposing candidates or interest groups; limits on the total amount one wealthy donor can contribute to candidates, parties, and political committees.

These decisions have resulted in a fundraising arms race that has driven up the cost of campaigns and led directly to the current dominance of wealthy donors. This dominance has in turn skewed representation and policy in the U.S.

Not surprisingly, when a narrow gatekeeper class determines who can run effectively for office, our elected officials do not reflect our broader communities when it comes to race, gender, or wealth. Rather, the wealth primary system results in legislatures that are much whiter, wealthier, and more male than the public at large, filled
### Supreme Court Shreds Protections Against Big Money Politics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Protection Struck Down</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Limits on how much personal or family wealth a candidate can spend on her own campaign</td>
<td>Buckley v. Valeo</td>
<td>Millionaires and billionaires can attempt to buy elected office with unlimited personal or family wealth</td>
<td>Michael Bloomberg spends more than $250 million to become and stay mayor of New York City.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Limits on total spending by candidate campaigns</td>
<td>Buckley v. Valeo</td>
<td>High cost of campaigns raises significant barrier to entry for non-wealthy candidates; officeholders forced to spend up to half of their time raising money in a nonstop arms race</td>
<td>Candidates spend a combined $49 million in one 2014 Kentucky U.S. Senate race.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Limits on the amount an individual or political committee can spend to influence an election without cooperating with a candidate (“independent expenditures”)</td>
<td>Buckley v. Valeo</td>
<td>Billionaires permitted unlimited election spending; sets the stage for the rise of “outside spending” groups, which took off after Citizens United in 2010</td>
<td>Anthem, Inc. insurance company gives nearly $13 million to defeat a 2014 pro-consumer health care initiative in CA.³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Ban on spending by corporations on ballot initiatives</td>
<td>First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti</td>
<td>For profit and nonprofit corporations can spend treasury funds to support or oppose ballot initiatives</td>
<td>More than 75% of the $266 million given by the top 50 donors to 2014 ballot measure groups comes from corporations or business trade groups, which had a 96% win record.⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Limits on contributions to ballot initiative campaigns</td>
<td>Citizens Against Rent Control v. Berkeley</td>
<td>Wealthy individuals and institutions can spend unlimited sums to influence what measures make it onto state and local ballots and ultimately pass or fail</td>
<td>Anthem, Inc. insurance company gives nearly $13 million to defeat a 2014 pro-consumer health care initiative in CA.⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Strict limits on contributions to candidates, set at levels that average Americans can afford to give—such as $200 to state representative candidates</td>
<td>Randall v. Sorrell</td>
<td>Congress, states, and cities can set relatively high contribution limits to prevent candidates from being bought off, but not low contribution limits that level the playing field between wealthy donors and ordinary citizens</td>
<td>2012 U.S. Senate candidates get 64% of the funds they raise from individuals in contributions of at least $1,000 – from 0.04% of the population.⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Ban on direct spending by corporations to influence candidate elections</td>
<td>Citizens United v. FEC</td>
<td>For-profit corporations and unions can spend unlimited treasury funds to support or oppose candidates, overturning nearly a century of law; secret money explodes into U.S. politics since many nonprofit corporations are not required to disclose their donors</td>
<td>The Koch Brothers’ network of political organizations pledges to spend $889 million in the 2016 election cycle, mostly through nonprofits that are not required to disclose their donors.⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Limits on contributions to groups that spend money to influence elections but do not contribute to candidates</td>
<td>Citizens United v. FEC and Speech Now v. FEC (DC Circuit)</td>
<td>Super PACs are born; permitted to collect unlimited contributions from virtually any source and spend unlimited sums, as long as they don’t contribute to or cooperate with candidates or parties</td>
<td>Super PACs raise $696 million in the 2014 election cycle – more than either major party that cycle.⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Additional public financing for candidates to match big spending by opponents or outside groups</td>
<td>Arizona Free Enterprise Club v. Bennett</td>
<td>Public funding programs cannot match high-dollar spending by non-participating candidates or outside groups, making systems harder to sustain</td>
<td>Arizona “Clean Elections” candidate Janie Hydrick lost to her privately-financed opponent by less than 5,000 votes while being outspent more than 3.5 to 1.⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Limits on the total amount one wealthy donor can contribute to all candidates, parties, and political committees combined</td>
<td>McCutcheon v. FEC</td>
<td>A single individual can now contribute millions of dollars to a single party’s candidates and committees plus millions more to PACs, versus a prior total federal cap of $123,200</td>
<td>Paul Singer made over $569,000 in 2014 cycle contributions to federal candidate and party committees – more than 4 times the limit before McCutcheon.¹⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source**

with elected officials who spend a disproportionate amount of time engaging with wealthy donors who hold different views than the rest of us.

Although people of color are 37 percent of the U.S. population, 90 percent of our elected leaders are white.\textsuperscript{92} White men are just 31 percent of the population but 65 percent of elected officials.\textsuperscript{93} At the other end of the spectrum, women of color hold just 4 percent of elected positions in spite of being 19 percent of the population.\textsuperscript{94} More than half the members of Congress are millionaires, compared with just 5 percent of the population.\textsuperscript{95} On the other hand, while more than half of Americans hold working-class jobs, only 3 percent of state legislators and less than 2 percent of members of Congress during the 20\textsuperscript{th} Century previously held a similar job.\textsuperscript{96} It is not surprising that our policy outcomes are skewed in ways that accelerate economic inequality and stall opportunity and mobility for working families, including and especially people of color.

There are still important reforms we can pursue in spite of the Court’s aggressive stance against limiting big money. The best examples empower those without much disposable income to engage as donors by providing all eligible contributors with a “democracy voucher;” or amplify the voices of ordinary citizens by matching small contributions with limited public funds.\textsuperscript{97} But, unlimited outside spending makes effective programs more difficult to design and adequately fund. And, these programs are more difficult to pass than strict limits on contributions or spending which are wildly popular with the public.

**Breaking the Vicious Cycle**

To preserve our Republic and restore economic opportunity and mobility for millions of working families, democracy must write the rules for capitalism, not the other way around. This will require strong protections against wealthy interests and individuals translating economic might directly into political power—exactly the type of protections that the People have enacted and the Supreme Court has taken off the table.

Now is the time to turn our attention to achieving the type of transformative change in the legal-constitutional landscape that will enable policy advocates to once again go on the offensive to start building a democracy in which the strength of a citizen’s voice no longer depends upon the size of her wallet. In short, we must clarify that the founders never intended the First Amendment to be a tool for use by wealthy donors to dominate our political discourse by
crowding out the rest of America. Moreover, there is room under the First Amendment to limit the power of money in politics in order to promote political equality and other important values that help us achieve a truly representative government.

In short, to save our democracy and build a fair economy, we will need to rescue our Constitution. There are two ways to achieve this goal: we can transform the Supreme Court’s approach to money in politics, or we can amend the Constitution directly. Both are difficult objectives, so it is essential to have two complementary paths to the same goal.

Transforming the Supreme Court’s Approach to Money in Politics

As detailed above, misguided Supreme Court decisions spurred our current vicious cycle, so pushing the Court to get us back on track is a sensible place to start. The problem is not just one or two high-profile cases, but rather the Court’s insistence that fighting quid pro quo corruption is the only legitimate reason to limit big money in politics. So, the first step is to develop a range of alternatives to the current legal framework.

The obvious place to start is to take seriously the value of political equality embedded in our Constitution. The Court rejected this interest squarely in 1976 in the *Buckley* case,\(^98\) embraced it in a somewhat altered form in 1990,\(^99\) and has emphatically rejected it several times over the past decade.\(^100\) But, now is an important time to revisit and reclaim the principle of equal citizenship. Compelling new social science research detailing the extent of government’s differential responsiveness to the wealthy provides an important reason for the Court to reconsider its antipathy towards political equality in the domain of political speech. The staggering chasm between the have-haves and have-nots is as bad as the Gilded Age, and the links between political and economic inequality are clearer than ever. New justices may be more open-minded: willing to consider the text and structure of the entire Constitution as altered by the Reconstruction Amendments, sensitive to the disconnect between the Court’s money in politics and other democracy rulings, and looking to bring a new coherence to their pronouncements on perhaps the most fundamental topic they address.

But, resurrecting the value of political equality is not the only path forward. Legal scholars have been critiquing the narrow corruption-only approach for decades, and have put forth a range of alternatives.\(^101\)
Some seek to expand the definition of corruption beyond *quid pro quo* transactions to encompass more systemic forms of undue influence or dependence.\(^\text{102}\)

Yale Law Dean Robert Post has articulated a theory of “electoral integrity” that posits that legislatures may limit the role of large donors to ensure that the People believe that elections are accomplishing their core objective and government is serving their interests, otherwise the legitimacy of our democracy may be fatally compromised.\(^\text{103}\) Justice Breyer picked up on this idea in his dissent in the 2014 *McCutcheon* case, likely because it is similar to some of his own writings on the subject.\(^\text{104}\)

Some seek to reevaluate the relationship between money and speech, challenging the basic premise that campaign finance laws should be treated as impositions on First Amendment speech rights.\(^\text{105}\)

Still others question whether money is an appropriate way to allocate political power.\(^\text{106}\)

Finally, others propose additional compelling government interests in regulating money that the Supreme Court has not considered or accepted, such as maximizing citizen participation\(^\text{107}\) or protecting candidates’ and elected officials’ time from the constant demands of fundraising so that they may focus adequately on the tasks of governance.\(^\text{108}\)

While these are all promising alternatives, they need to be turned over, tested, and fleshed out by today’s top legal minds so that a new generation of democracy-friendly judges and justices can put the best ideas into practice immediately.

Given the Roberts Court majority’s hostility to these ideas, transforming the Court’s approach to money in politics won’t be simple or happen overnight. But, with several justices likely to retire in the next 5-8 years and the public solidly behind a wholesale shift, there’s an opening for change.\(^\text{109}\) Leading presidential candidates have already publicly articulated their intentions to appoint justices sympathetic to these goals.\(^\text{110}\)

The drive to overturn the “separate but equal” doctrine and win 1954’s *Brown v. Board of Education* decision kicked off in 1931, and looked extremely bleak.\(^\text{111}\) But years of sustained strategic effort produced a wholesale transformation. A similar reversal occurred decades earlier to uphold New Deal economic policies.\(^\text{112}\) In 2010
the NRA and its allies completed a multi-year effort to convince the Court to reinterpret the Second Amendment as providing an individual right to bear arms.\textsuperscript{113} And, we just witnessed a complete revolution in LGBT rights, from the upholding of discriminatory anti-sodomy laws in 1986 to the right to marriage equality in 2015.\textsuperscript{114} The Supreme Court has reversed course on major issues in the past; it can and will do so again.

\textit{Amending the Constitution}

A second way forward is to amend the U.S. Constitution to clarify that the People have the right to protect our democracy by limiting the role of big money. The goal would not be to change the First Amendment or the Constitution, but simply to override the Supreme Court’s errant interpretations of our founding document.

This is no doubt a difficult path. Yet, every generation except one has succeeded in amending the Constitution.\textsuperscript{115} These amendments have typically expanded access to democracy, and at times have overruled bad Supreme Court decisions.\textsuperscript{116} Since the 2010 \textit{Citizens United} decision the effort to amend has generated significant grassroots enthusiasm and momentum, with 16 states, more than 600 municipalities, and a majority of the U.S. Senate calling for an amendment.\textsuperscript{117}

Critically, the drive to amend the Constitution can play an important role in pushing the Supreme Court to change course even if it falls short of formal passage. The Equal Rights Amendment never became part of the Constitution, but many credit the organizing drive behind the ERA for critical victories for women’s equality along the way. In this case, a strong call for a money-in-politics amendment can provide a key context for a Court-centered strategy.
Conclusion

Every law student learns about the *Lochner* decision as a low point in the Supreme Court’s history. In 50 years, *Citizens United* and the line of cases it represents will be held in similar contempt. The question is how quickly we can correct course, and how much damage our democracy and economy will suffer along the way.

Breaking the vicious cycle of political and economic inequality in America so that democracy writes the rules for capitalism is the defining legal battle of our generation. The Supreme Court has twisted our Constitution into an affirmative barrier to equality, and we now stand at a crossroads. In the wake of *Citizens United* and its progeny we will either pick ourselves up and fight our way towards a truly representative democracy, or we will continue our recent slide towards plutocracy. We will take decisive action to break and reverse the vicious cycle, or we will allow it to spin out of control.

To choose representative democracy, we must rescue our Constitution. We will ultimately do this because we must; but leaving the hard work of redemption to future generations is irresponsible and unfair. Now is the time to come together to build an America where everyone truly has an equal say in our democracy and an equal chance in our economy.
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